Restorative Justice Updates

Ellen Holton, CURes offered a Restorative Justice Practices presentation October 17 to St. Aloysius Catholic School. As a result of the training, they planned to implement a RJ program in their school. The presentation included an introduction to RJ practices, building relationships, and tools for schools to use. It included a variety of activities throughout the training. The educators were divided into small groups, and were then given an opportunity to share their experiences. Additionally, an experiential activity was conducted to build connections with each other.

Riverside Unified School District (RUSD) teachers also attended an RJ training. Three training sessions were held at RUSD October 12, 18, and 23. These trainings were attended by 75 participants. The next training session is scheduled for November 11. Follow-up trainings will be held on November 11, 11/16, and 11/29. In these trainings, educators are expected to have already conducted RJ practices. The day training gave them time to practice for their skill-building sessions. Additionally, educators are expected to attend a workshop on RJ practices.

Long Beach Coyote Assessment Update

CURes has been working on a project to assess the number of coyotes in the neighborhood. They have been using a variety of methods to collect data, including camera traps, scat analysis, and remote sensing. They have also been collecting data on the movements of coyotes in the area. Additionally, they have been collecting data on the number of human interactions with coyotes.

Silver Lake Reservoir Survey

CURes has been conducting a survey of the Silver Lake Reservoir. They have been collecting data on the use of the reservoir, as well as the number of visitors. They have also been collecting data on the water quality of the reservoir. Additionally, they have been collecting data on the number of birds and other wildlife in the area.

Ojai Herbal Symposium

This symposium was held on November 10th from 10am-12pm. The symposium featured a variety of experts on herbal medicine, including Dr. Davidwolf and Dr. Maria Noel. The symposium also featured a variety of workshops on different aspects of herbal medicine. Additionally, there was a panel discussion on the benefits of herbal medicine.

2018-19 Environmental Lecture Series

The lecture series featured a variety of experts on environmental issues, including Dr. Meng Zhang and Dr. Eric Strauss. The series also featured a variety of workshops on different aspects of environmental issues. Additionally, there was a panel discussion on the future of environmental issues.

CURes Blog

The CURes Blog featured a variety of articles on environmental issues, including articles on herbal medicine, environmental issues, and environmental education. The blog also featured a variety of workshops on different aspects of environmental issues. Additionally, there was a panel discussion on the future of environmental issues.